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Archivists teach that the materials in our holdings can be
distinguished as organic or artificial: records of institutions and
personal papers have an organic character, while collections of
autographs or assemblages of documents relating, for example, to
the Civil War are artificial constructs. In much the same manner,
two types of archival networks seem to evolve, one organic
growing out of a central repository, the other assembled, with
independent organizations joined for a specific purpose, such as
publishing a guide, preparing an exhibit, or funding a conservation facility. And, like their documentary counterparts, the organic networks imply a hierarchy and a formal organizational
pattern that may or may not be present in the project-oriented
networks.
The National Archives and Records Service is a series of organic
archival networks, although most NARS employees never think of
it as such. There is a network of Presidential libraries, a network of
regional records centers, a network of regional archives branches,
and a network of regional records management offices. Each of
these networks developed for a different reason and has a peculiar
relationship to the central administrative office in Washington.
This paper will focus upon the Presidential libraries and the
regional archives branches, but it is important to remember that
these are only two of the NARS networks and that the NARS
networks fit into a larger pattern of regional General Services
Administration offices and a general Federal regional structure.
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For both the libraries and the regional archives this paper considers programs for acquisition, description, and outreach.
The origin of the system of Presidential libraries is too well
known to require repetition. What is not well understood, however, is the relationship between the libraries and the central office
of Presidential libraries. The General Services Administration has
11 regions, each with its own regional administrator who reports
directly to the Admirnistrator of General Services in Washington.
The regional administrator is responsible for virtually all GSA
operations in the region, whether they are a Federal Supply Service
function, a Public Buildings Service program, or a NARS operation. The Presidential' libraries are an exception to this. The
libraries are defined as central office units which happen to be
located in the field; the directors of the libraries report directly to
the Assistant Archivist for Presidential libraries in Washington
and not to the regional administrator. The libraries get administrative support from the regional GSA headquarters (personnel
services, accounting, and so forth), but the budget and the personnel ceiling come directly from NARS. At various times over the last
quarter century GSA has considered ordering NARS to turn
control of the libraries over to the regional administrator, most
recently during the tenure of Admiral Rowland G. Freeman, III,
but it has not occurred.
While central direction of the library system is in Washington,
the libraries are functionally decentralized. This can be illustrated
by examining the programs for acquisition, description, and
exhibition of documents. Within general policy guidelines, each
library is responsible for developing its own solicitation program
and appraising materials donated to it. In the early 1970s the office
of Presidential libraries established a computerized reporting
system whereby each library would report quarterly on the persons
it was soliciting for donations of historical materials. These reports were compned and made available to all libraries. By 1975
the program was dead. The reports were very slow in coming, and
libraries with overlapping interests simply did not want to share
their solicitation plans, as a healthy spirit of competition exists
between them. The libraries do not encourage donors to split
papers among them and have gone so far as to copy portions for
each other in order to persuade a donor not to divide the materials
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among several libraries, but they actively compete for the donations.
In addition to personal papers, some federal records are deposited in Presidential libraries, most frequently those of shortlived Presidential committees, commissions, and boards, which are
part of a NARS collective record group. These records are deposited in a Presidential library when the commission has been
appointed by the President; when it has not spanned more than
one Presidential administration; if it is not closely connected with
an ongoing federal agency; and if the records are closely related for
research purposes to other materials in the library. There is a
constant reevaluation of the deposit of commission records, and
the libraries now have a good share of them. They remain part of
the federal records, are described in the Guide to the National
Archives of the United States as part of the record group, and are
subject to the Freedom of Information Act and other federal
records laws.
Perhaps the difficulties in allocating records in the Presidential
library system can be best illustrated by the problems with the
deposit of the records of the Republican and Democratic National
Committees. At first the deposit of Committee records was not
viewed as a problem. The Roosevelt library, the first library to be
established, acquired the records of the Democratic National Committee, 1928-1948. Later the Truman and Kennedy libraries
obtained other DNC records for the same period. Roosevelt had
also received records of the Research Division of the Republican
National Committee, 1929-48, and later the Eisenhower library
acquired RNC newsclippings and publications for that period.
These partial deposits with overlapping dates baffled archivists
and researchers alike. Three options seemed possible: NARS could
continue to deposit all party records in the library of the next
President of that party, e.g., the records of Goldwater's 1964
campaign with Nixon and the records of the Humphrey and
McGovern years with Carter; it could work in reverse, with
McGovern going to Johnson; or the records could be considered
one integral, organic unit and retained as a body in Washington.
No final, formal decision has been made, but since the mid-1970s
the records deposited by both RNC and DNC have remained in the
National Archives Building in Washington in the custodial con-
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trol of the central office of Presidential libraries.
Just as the function of appraisal and solicitation is decentralized
in Presidential libraries, so is the function of arrangement and
description. A Presidential libraries handbook exists, giving general guidance on the application of archival principles, but the
latitude is very great. In the early 1970s the National Archives
began to use a computer to store descriptions of federal records.
That computer program is called NARS A-d, and it required
standardization of archival description. The Presidential libraries
were to develop system A-2, and a survey of description practices
was undertaken. For various reasons, however, A-2 is not yet
operational; consequently, a single, unified master description of
all holdings of the library system does not exist, and with the
exception of the, federal records deposited in the libraries, the
library holdings are not included in the Guide. Individual libraries
from Hoover through Kennedy have published lists of holdings,
which are available from the library or the Office of Presidential
libraries.
A third function of the Presidential library system is the exhibit
program. Each library has an affiliated museum, and the duplication of basic services in the preparation of exhibits, such as
design, conservation, silk screening, and printing, is expensive. In
the late 1970s the library system established a museum services
center at the Truman library to provide basic design and installation services for all libraries. This was short-lived, as the libraries
found long distance exhibit preparation difficult, and it may be
cheaper to have silk screening, caption printing and conservation
done locally by contract than to ship the items across the country.
Functionally, then, the Presidential library system remains
highly decentralized. Powerful external influences, such as Presidential families and Senators and Representatives who represent
the districts in which the libraries are located, may make tight
controls, especially in the solicitation area, almost impossible.
Standardized intellectual controls are surely inevitable, and a guide
to all library holdings is certainly desirable. If services such as
preservation and design are difficult to share across long distances,
perhaps the libraries can reduce NARS-wide duplication by sharing some resources with regional archives branches.
The second major NARS network is the system of regional
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archives branches. This network is the mirror image of the
libraries: decentralized in administration but tightly centralized in
function. The administrative history of the branches is important
to an understanding of this apparent contradiction. The first
federal records center was opened by the Department of the Navy,
not the National Archives, in February 1942. The pressure of the
war made it apparent that agencies had to move semi-active records
out of office space, and in 1942 and 1943 National Archives staff
members proposed the development of a system of regional
repositories. It was not until 1950, however, that the National
Archives, acting under the authority of the Federal Records Act of
1950, opened its first pilot records center in an old naval clothing
depot in Brooklyn. By 1953 there were eight; in 1981 there are 12
plus the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis and the
Washington National Records Center. All of these centers except
the last are part of the GSA regional system and report to the
assistant regional administrator responsible for NARS functions (in some cases this administrator supervises the operation of
more than one GSA service), through him to the GSA regional
administrator, and through him directly to the Administrator of
General Services. Total operating responsibility, including the
ability to shift money and people from one part of the regional
NARS operation to another, rests with the GSA regional administrator. The NARS central office is limited to developing "national program guidance" and monitoring "functional areas of responsibility." In plain language, what this means is that the
regional GSA administrator can decide, for example, to put all the
regional NARS money into records management and withdraw
money and staff from the regional archives branch if he chooses.
The regional archives branches are a relatively recent development. When the centers were established, archivists assumed that
archival records would remain centralized in Washington. Space
and a concern for research interests changed that. By the mid-1950s
the National Archives Building was running out of room; moreover, it was becoming clear that some field records in the centers
were permanently valuable. Some archivists suggested that the
regional records be deposited in the new Presidential libraries, but
the geographical distribution of libraries did not lend itself to this
solution. Records centers began receiving requests from researchers
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to work in their records holdings, and in 1956 Philip C. Brooks
urged that an archives branch be established in his regional records
center in San Francisco. In 1969, after much deliberation, NARS
formally established archives branches within eleven of the centers;
NARS also deposited copies of selected microfilm publications
with the regional branches, and a lending library operation for the
film was soon underway. The programs of the regional branches
are coordinated in Washington by an archivist on the staff of the
Assistant Archivist for the National Archives.
At present there are regional archives branches in the records
centers at Waltham, Massachusetts; Bayonne, New Jersey; Philadelphia; Atlanta; Chicago; Kansas City; Fort Worth; Denver; Seattle; and San Bruno and Laguna Niguel, California. There was
little question of the deposit of records in the regional archives
system so long as those records came from the holdings of the
affiliated records center. But controversy arose as NARS began to
identify for deposit in the regions certain records of field units in the
holdings in Washington. Were, for example, the records of the
Philadelphia Mint the records of a regional operation and thus a
candidate for deposit in the regional archives in Philadelphia or
were they so central to the operation of the government that they
should remain in Washington?
This discussion was generally confined within the National
',rchives until the summer of 1979. At that time the new GSA
Administrator, Admiral Freeman, instructed the National Archives to disperse records from the Washington holdings.
On a visit to the Federal Archives and Records Center in Fort
Worth, Texas, Freeman told the staff that records relating to the
formation of the Union were properly housed in Washington, but
other records could be housed anywhere. A week later, at his staff
meeting in Washington, Mr. Freeman announced that while he
was sympathetic to historical records, he wanted to decentralize
archives. The same day he directed the Archivist to prepare "a
proposal which will establish archival centers in the various GSA
regions within the United States. Such archival centers will house
records important to various areas of America's history... and will
allow for the United States to have various places to review our
records, rather than being centralized in Washington."
During the ten previous years of existence of the regional
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archives branches, annual shipments to the branches totaled about
1000 cubic feet. Now NARS officials, complying with the Administrator's instructions, agreed to transfer during FY 1980 "a minimum of 100,000 cubic feet of records of regional importance" and
to review another 200,000 feet for possible transfer. The staff
reaction was intense. Historians and archivists outside the federal
government protested; even journalists picked up the story. Two
shipments of records went to the Philadelphia center, and many
other series were packed for shipment. But as the pressure began to
mount, the Acting Archivist decided to resist the Administrator's
order, and on January 18, 1980, he sent a memorandum to the
Administrator asking him to concur in a moratorium on transfers
of records until a further study could be made. The Deputy
Administrator agreed, and no more shipments were made. A
change in Presidential administrations has resolved the immediate
problem, but it has not settled the issue.
At present several factors control the deposit of records in the
regional archives branches. First, records created by either a field
unit or by a central office unit that was concerned solely with one
region (records of the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Bonneville
Dam) are deposited in the region. Second, if the most significant
potential research use of the records is in the regions the records
will be deposited there, particularly if related records are already
in the region (this implies that the researcher will logically look to
the regional archives for the information). Beyond these two basic
premises are some narrower ones. If, for example, the records were
created by a field unit that crossed current regional lines (as did the
nineteenth century military districts), the records of the unit are
probably best retained in Washington. If the records are frequently
used by agency officials in Washington, they will probably be
retained in Washington. If the records were sampled before being
sent to Washington, and the sample was made on a nationwide
basis, it makes no sense to divide the sample; each regional
archives would have only fragments. Finally, archivists are generally reluctant to break up series; if records from a number of
regions were sent to Washington and the agency made them parts
of a single series (for example, annual reports from each state with
a rural electrification program) they are not normally candidates
for transfer.
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Records in the regional archives are described through the
computerized NARS A-1 system and are included in the Guide.
Access is determined by the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act and the general and specific restrictions of the National
Archives, just as are archival records in Washington. The loan of
microfilm has been centralized in the regional archives in Fort
Worth, so the time-consuming mail order business has been
removed from the other regions. (Film copies are still available at
the regional archives for on-site research.) The real problem in
regional archives is research use. The vast majority of the researchers who come to the regional branches come to use microfilm copies of records in Washington, usually the records of
interest to genealogists. Scholarly use is extremely low, despite
various attempts to increase visibility, such as an advisory committee composed of academics in each region (now defunct) and
conferences and symposia held at the archives.
A multiple network system such as that of the National Archives
has a number of advantages. First, it centralizes management
services, such as automated data processing, to enable a small unit
to take advantage of a computer system or a paper preservation
laboratory that is beyond its means. Second, through a centralized
training program for all archivists, no matter in what unit they are
employed, a core of common knowledge is maintained. Third, the
system has been able to shift personnel resources from field to
central office, from regional archives to Presidential libraries, to
meet changing demands. Dozens of archivists have worked in both
central office and field units, some have worked in two or more
Presidential libraries, a few have worked in three libraries, and a
few have worked in library-central office-custodial unit in Washington, regional archives-central office-library, or some other combination. Fourth, with the networks NARS is able to preserve more
records than could possibly be retained if we had to rely solely on
space in Washington. Fifth, the networks take records to a public
who might not be able to get to Washington. This is equally true
of a Presidential library, with its museum exhibits explaining the
Presidency to schoolchildren, and of the regional archives branch,
where genealogical researchers can use microfilm to search for
information on their ancestors.
The problems are apparent, too: the difficulty of unified intel-
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lectual control, the differing perception of needs between archivists
in the central office and the field, the expense of maintaining the
growing number of units, the issue of where records and historical
materials should be deposited to best further the needs of scholars,
and the competition for resources. In an era of austerity, the
problems increase in intensity.
The future of the Presidential library system is uncertain, in at
least two ways. First, although the Presidential Records Act of 1978
did not abrogate the Presidential Libraries Act, it is sure to lessen
the compelling space needs for storage of Presidential papers that
made Presidents so willing to have them off their hands. Now, if
the division into public and personal results in a relatively small
amount of documents deemed personal, it is conceivable that a
President could, like George Washington, pack them into two
black trunks and take them home. If that occurred, a central
depository for all Presidential papers might be created for those
documents determined to be public under the terms of the Act. It
seems more probable, however, that some variety of Presidential
library will continue to exist, with the records of the President
deposited there alongside donated personal material. In fact, the
long-term problem of the Presidential library system is not the new
Act but the maturing of the older libraries. As the last potential
donors die, the library's holdings become fixed, they are processed
and opened to the public, and the basic monographs are written.
Inevitably personnel will have to be shifted from the older to the
newer libraries to accommodate pressing needs for arrangement,
description, and reference, and one can almost see a time when the
archival (not the museum) portion of a Presidential library will be
a skeletal reference staff who polish published finding aids for a
declining number of researchers.
The regional archives, on the other hand, are currently in
difficulty because researchers have not yet discovered their resources. But unlike the older libraries, their future is likely to
improve. As records of permanent value increase in the regional
archives, not by transfer from Washington but by the natural
accumulation from regional governmental units, the scholars will
begin to arrive. In the era of the monograph, the holdings of the
regional archives are exactly right for exploration. The acquisition
of materials is inexpensive for regional archives, for in essence they
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move records across the hall from center storage to archival
storage, while Presidential libraries have an expensive solicitation
program to maintain. The regional archives holdings are part of
the central NARS description system, which publicizes them with
each succeeding guide and inventory, unlike the Presidential libraries which must publicize their own.
Libraries draw through museums; regional archives draw
through microfilm copies. Each uneasily recognizes that this
carrot is not the central archival focus of the holdings. Presidential
libraries are better financed than regional archives ever will be, for
the library system always has the ability to gain the attention of
political heavyweights, not least of whom is the person occupying
the White House. Regional archives are infinitely expandable,
while each Presidential library from the beginning must face the
inexorable stagnation.
Whether the regional networks of NARS will expand slowly or
rapidly probably will depend more upon politics than archival
principles. The federal government goes through spasms of decentralization and recentralization, and decentralization creates
more records in the field, records that flow into regional centers
and archives. Decentralization also encourages agencies like NARS
to move entire programs or offices to the field, and it is possible
that in some future drive to move bureaucrats out of Washington,
other NARS units might be moved to the field. Then, too, a change
in congressional authority for NARS programs could result in a
new network or the loss of an old one; for example, there has been
discussion of moving the records management program out of
NARS, with the loss of that network. The alternative, a program of
recentralization, seems unlikely. Space is not available, shipping
costs are too high, regional political interests are too powerful.
The task is to administer the networks in a way designed to make
the public records most available to the citizens who are the public.
The future surely holds increasing cooperation within a network,
between networks, and perhaps with local non-NARS networks. In
a world of limited resources, cooperation is the responsible way.

